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Acute psychiatric presentation of steroid-responsive encephalopathy: the underrecognized side of autoimmune thyroiditis
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SUMMARY. Steroid-responsive encephalopathy associated with autoimmune thyroiditis (SREAT), also known as Hashimoto encephalopathy, represents a rare disorder of presumed autoimmune origins that can be diagnosed when a protean variety of psychiatric symptoms are present in association with elevated titers of anti-thyroid antibodies. Symptoms can have a rapid and complete remission with corticosteroid treatment. A 19-year-old girl, with clinical history of Basedow-Graves disease, has been admitted to our department after presenting acute psychiatric symptomatology. Clinical and serological findings were used to formulate the diagnosis of SREAT, confirmed by subsequent positive response to corticosteroid treatment. SREAT can mimic an acute psychiatric symptomatology, thus it seems extremely relevant for psychiatrists to consider this syndrome in differential diagnosis algorithm, especially in those patients presenting a history of autoimmune thyroid disorder, in order to ensure adequate diagnosis and treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Steroid-responsive encephalopathy associated with autoimmune thyroiditis (SREAT) is a syndrome which probably belongs to the group of autoimmune encephalopathies, a heterogeneous group of central nervous system inflammations that most of the time are not easily differentiable from the infectious forms. The clinical presentation consists of relapsing and remitting episodes of neurological or psychiatric symptoms, which remit after corticosteroid treatment (1,2), or, in corticoresistant patients, after immunosuppressive therapy, intravenous immunoglobulins or plasmapheresis (3). It might represent a clinical presentation of reversible dementia. Crutzfeld-Jacobs disease or viral encephalitis are commonly considered as differential diagnosis (4).
SREAT is a rare disorder with around 100 cases reported (5). Mean age of presentation is 44 years; however, it can be found both in pediatric (6) and geriatric populations. Female sex is predominantly affected (70-80% of patients) (7), an epidemiological fact that is in line with the autoimmune etiological hypothesis.

The first documented case dates from 1966 (8): Dr. Brain reported that a patient affected by Hashimoto thyroiditis with high titers of anti-thyroid antibodies presented subsequent episodes of encephalopathy and stroke-like symptoms.

As previously reported (9,10), diagnosis of SREAT should be suspected on the basis of clinical and laboratory findings as summarized in Table 1. Although they do not represent key diagnostic elements, the following features have been described in SREAT patients: (i) electroencephalogram (EEG) abnormalities (detected in up to 98% of patients), especially generalized slowing pattern (11); (ii) normal or unspecific findings in neuroimaging studies such as brain magnetic resonance imaging (12).

Thyroid status seems to have no relationship with the clinical presentation of encephalopathy: symptoms occur independent of thyroid function or underlying thyroid autoimmune disorder (13). Even if the most common associated thyroid disease is represented by Hashimoto hypothyroidism, SREAT can be observed also in patients with hyperthyroidism or euthyroid function (14). Consequently, the definition of such disease as “Hashimoto encephalopathy” does not seem to be fully accurate (15). Lacking a strong correlation with Hashimoto thyroiditis, it became common defining this clinical condition as SREAT or “nonvasculitic autoimmune disorders” (16).

Although several hypothesis have been proposed, SREAT pathogenesis is still a matter of discussion. The autoimmune etiology seems to be likely, taking into account female prevalence, association with autoimmune disorders, relapsing-remitting clinical course, and good response to corticosteroid treatment. Anti-thyroid antibodies might have a central pathogenic role; however, their titer does not correlate with disease severity and, notably, they are also detectable in healthy population (17). Moreover, anti-thyroid antibodies have been found in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of SREAT patients. Thus, anti-thyroid antibodies detection in CSF has been proposed as a potential diagnostic marker (18).

Recently, abnormal levels of antibodies specific for alpha-enolase, an antigen expressed on central nervous system vessels and involved in autoimmune vasculitis (19), have been detected in SREAT patients suggesting its usefulness as a diagnostic marker of encephalopathy (20).

Uncertainties on etiology and pathogenesis match with lack of specific clinical presentation patterns. Symptoms are heterogeneous: cognitive impairments, consciousness disorders, hallucinations, headache, ataxia, coma, seizures and status epilepticus, myoclonus, visual deficits, and motor or sensory deficits (21). Moreover, acute onset of psychosis, depressive symptoms or mania as initial manifestations have also been reported (22,23).

In clinical practice it can be useful to distinguish SREAT patients into two different clinical groups: (i) patients who present a relapsing-remitting course, referred as vasculitic type or stroke-like type; (ii) patients with insidious onset and progressive course leading to cognitive dysfunction (24). Giving its variegated clinical presentation, SREAT still represents a hardly detectable nosographic entity. Thus, SREAT patients are often unrecognized and misdiagnosed with other neurological or psychiatric disorders.

From a psychiatric perspective, only few data have been published on the most adequate management of such patients. Symptom severity and rapid clinical remission after corticosteroid treatment underline the relevance of considering SREAT in the differential diagnosis process among patients with acute psycho-neurological symptoms. In particular, this diagnostic hypothesis should be considered in psychiatric patients with a history of thyroid disorder.

We here report the case of a 19-year-old female SREAT patient, previously described by neurologist colleagues of our neuroscience department for her peculiar epileptic manifestations (25), focusing on neuropsychiatric symptomatology, its evaluation and subsequent appropriate management.

---

**Table 1. Clinical and laboratory findings associated with SREAT diagnosis**

- Clinical presentation of neuropsychological symptoms, mainly with relapsing-remitting episodes.
- No other detectable causes of encephalopathy (CSF negative for infectious disease, no neuroimaging signs for identifiable neurological disorders).
- Abnormal elevation of anti-thyroid antibody titers: predominantly anti-thyroid peroxidase antibody (anti-TPO Ab) but also anti-thyroglobulin (anti-TG Ab). Notably, the degree of titer elevation does not correlate with the severity of the clinical picture.
- CSF findings: elevated proteins; presence of thyroid antibodies (anti-TPO Ab and anti-TG Ab) with probably intrathecal production.
- Symptomatic improvement or remission after corticosteroid treatment.

CSF: cerebrospinal fluid.
CASE REPORT

C.A. is a young girl who was evaluated by our group in the emergency department for acute symptoms characterized by: subtotal insomnia, thought acceleration, formal thought disorder, social withdrawal, hyporexia and induction of vomiting. During psychiatric evaluation, the patient showed mild psycho-motor agitation and behavioral disinhibition, speech appeared fragmented and thought disorganized, delusional unstructured erotomanic content was present. The patient also showed great anxiety. Brain computed tomography was normal, and routine laboratory tests showed no alterations. Thus, she was admitted to the psychiatric ward for diagnostic and therapeutic evaluation.

Anamnesis was positive for Basedow-Graves disease, which had been diagnosed when she was 7 years old; she had been treated with methimazole until the age of 15, when the patient spontaneously suspended the therapy. No previous relevant psychiatric episodes were reported.

During hospitalization the patient showed a severe thought disorganization, with derailment and tangentiality. No signs or symptoms of hallucination were present. Affect resulted fatuous, behavior appeared incoherent, and the mood was elevated. The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (26) was performed (total score=76), showing critical items such as elated mood, unusual thought content, bizarre behavior, conceptual disorganization, excitement, motor hyperactivity (Figure 1).

The first diagnostic hypothesis concerned mood disorder presenting with acute mania; thus, treatment with mood stabilizer, atypical antipsychotics and benzodiazepines was started. Moreover, considering the psychiatric symptoms exacerbation, especially the infantile erotomaniac behavior, when the patient met her parents, another diagnosis that needed to be verified was the presence of conversion disorder.

In addition to routine laboratory tests, on the basis of anamnestic thyroid disease, specific organ autoimmunity was performed. Results are summarized in Table 2. Despite the presence of anti-thyroid antibodies, the patient showed normal blood concentrations of thyroid hormones. Thyroid ultrasonography was performed and showed an inhomogeneous echotexture of the thyroid gland with no solid nodules. The presence of anti-thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor antibodies confirmed the diagnosis of Basedow-Graves disease.

Twelve days after admission, the initial improvement was followed by deterioration of the patient conditions, characterized by consciousness alterations. The patient appeared obtunded and only respondent to painful stimuli. We re-evaluated the BPRS and observed, as critical items, blunted affect, emotional withdrawal and motor retardation (Figure 1). Pharmacological treatment was then suspended. The neurological exam did not show any focal neurological signs, but was characterized by the presence of repetitive forceful yawning and swallowing movements. A video-EEG was performed showing a generalized slowing pattern with yawning and swallowing related to partial, bilateral, asynchronous seizures with temporal outbreak (seizures receded after valproate treatment).

No previous epileptic manifestations were present in the patient’s anamnesis, thus it seemed to be the onset of a new condition which had to be evaluated. Viral encephalitis, as likely etiology of the rapid deterioration of neurological condition, was supposed and empirical antiviral therapy was immediately started. A lumbar puncture was performed in order to elucidate whether we were facing an infectious case. However, CSF exam was normal. Consequently, the infectious hypothesis could be dismissed and antiviral therapy suspended.

Brain magnetic resonance imaging with and without contrast was performed to exclude acute intracranial process.

In accordance with neurology colleagues, the patient was admitted to the neurology ward to complete clinical research and start adequate treatment for epileptic manifestations. Once the epileptic state receded, the patient kept on showing psychiatric symptoms comparable to first manifestations, with elated mood and behavioral alterations, which still did not improve after psychiatric treatment.

According to current evidence (27-29), SREAT was supposed as a possible diagnosis, considering that any other acute process had been excluded and elevated titers of anti-thyroid antibodies were detected. Although encephalopathy is usually associated with Hashimoto thyroiditis, cases with positive anamnesis for Graves’s disease have been reported.

A new CSF exam was performed to test the presence of anti-thyroid antibodies in our patient. CSF, with normal total protein concentrations, was positive for: (i) anti-TPO Ab 1040,85 IU/ml; (ii) anti-TG Ab 17,46 IU/ml. Moreover, normal albumin CSF/serum quotient (Qalb) was found, suggesting the integrity of the blood-brain barrier and the plausible intrathecal synthesis of the antibodies detected. Based on such findings, treatment with high-dose corticosteroids was started (methyprednisolone 1000 mg/day for 5 days). The patient gradually and completely recovered, with remission of psychiatric symptoms, thus SREAT diagnosis was confirmed.

At discharge, re-evaluation of BPRS demonstrated no critical items with a 34 total score point (Figure 1).

CONCLUSIONS

SREAT represents a rare clinical condition, which is likely to be under-diagnosed. It might remain unknown to many physicians for its heterogeneous clinical presentation. The reported case is paradigmatic as an example of how common psychiatric symptoms can hide an underlying SREAT. It represents a rare situation in which a psychiatric disorder can be successfully...
treated with rapid and complete remission after drug administration. Consequently, it appears relevant for clinicians to know and consider this nosographic entity in the differential diagnostic algorithm, especially in those cases where the search for other causes has not led to an answer.

In our opinion, anti-thyroid antibody screening in patients with acute psychiatric onset and personal history of autoimmune thyroid disease might be useful as a diagnostic tool. Further studies are needed to elucidate and better understand this uncommon but treatable condition.
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